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Homeless Reduction Task Force of NWF

Faith Based Organizations/Food/Mentoring/Transportation and

Workforce Joint Subcommittee Meeting Minutes

Wednesday, May 18, 2022 ~ 12:00p.m.

George Stone Technical College

Transportation Focus

Welcome and Introductions – Ashley and Jesse

Present: Connie Bookman, Bob Hummel, Lori Milkeris, Jesse Wolfe, Blair

Castro, Ashley Wilkinson-Meyer, Paul Miller, Brain Wyer, Kathleen

Schuster (Olive Baptist), Maureen Deidtrich (90works- Healthcare

navigator) Kevin James (90works- case manager for homeless vets)

Jennifer Hardy (The Pavillion)

Why We Are Here – Brainstorming Solutions to Transportation

Barriers

● Ashley and Jesse overview brainstorming and conversations so far

with goal of generating smart, strategic creative ideas for

community partnerships, collaborations and referrals to reduce

transportation barriers

● Jesse noted community school programs oil change class – have an

instructor that could host a class for 15 students with a reduced fee

and he would teach course on a Saturday – then they could at least

have this one credential – a start for them

● GS has partnerships throughout the community – auto mechanics

in repair shops in various car dealerships – these are the folks who

hire directly out of GS; the big need identified out of the last George

Stone Advisory committee meeting was knowing how to perform

diagnostic tests on cars – this is the current biggest need in the

industry and will continue

● Jesse noted that there are truly 2 different jobs when it comes to

car repair – one who reads coding and how to fix it; then they tell

another person how to go in and repair it; noted that George Stone

tries to stay as on top of industry trends as possible so as to best

prepare their students
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Ashley and Jesse then opened meeting to further brainstorming with

below questions to guide the conversation:

1 - Could nonprofits make a job training referral to George Stone,

who then would place them in either an oil change course or

electrical course; nonprofits would cover client’s course expenses;

and George Stone would work with local dealerships and car repair

partners to place graduates in jobs?

Yes!

● Cost savings of changing your own oil, as well as performing for

others; could develop MOU for this

● Other job options here as well, but this would be more of a referral

than an MOU situation

● Question: what is needed to enroll? Need an id, and have to be able

to pass a predator background check

● Jesse to develop flyer and nuances of this in July – advertise and

aim for Sept/Oct with at least 15 people… pilot in the Fall and then

go from there

● Will also see about teaching to change a tire

● Wondering about transportation options – GS is an ECAT bus stop

and if you are a student at GS then you get a bus pass

● Question about helping people get to the mental space of making

this connecting point on campus – could be a big step for some,

noted the importance of mentoring and encouraging relationships

2 - Could we find area mechanics and/or car dealerships to offer

discounted auto repair to area nonprofit clients as a way to combat

transportation barriers for so many? How would we identify these

mechanics/dealerships?

● GS does receive car donations from individuals for the students to

work on;

● School district employees can get their cars repaired at GS for a

discounted rate

● Note: Workforce EscaRosa offers $1000 to go toward car repairs for

those in their program
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3 - What role might area auto repair and car dealerships play in

helping to address transportation barriers?

● Connie will be meeting with people from Frontier Motors soon to

share some of these ideas

● Idea is that if cars come in to dealerships that are not going to

re-sell well, what would it take to get those cars into some kind of

repair and then get them to people who need them? Ie, clients in

case management with various nonprofits?

● Who would the car go to? What would liability look like?

● Bobby Phillips connecting with someone at Sandy Sansing

● If someone enrolls as full-time student, they pay for car parts + 20%

markup to cover shop fees in order to get cars repaired

● Identify decision makers at various car dealerships around town –

Jesse will look at advisory committee for GS

● Action Step: Who can we invite to a more focused conversation

on this idea?

Question about IDs and drivers licenses

● May be a minimum requirement for any of these program ideas to

have a driver’s license

● Note that this could be another mentor role or encouragement to

clients to accomplish something manageable like this for

themselves

● Once the car is gifted and/or purchased by client, what about

insurance (and helping them to understand budgeting for that) –

could be a whole training manual for this type of thing

● Connie will reach out to Cate at 90 Works

● What if we pilot with veterans and families?

● Could 90 Works and United Ministries pilot these? Case

management and mentorship critical

● Action Step: Connie, Ashley, Jesse and someone from 90 Works

to connect in near future for a more focused conversation

4 – Further, are there car repair locations and/or mechanics who

could donate their time and/or offer extreme discounts for client

referrals from area nonprofits? (For context, at United Ministries, we

often help families with rent/utility expenses when they've had to
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use those funds for a car repair - we know how desperately working

families need reliable transportation)

● Terri Merrick had mentioned in a previous meeting that there may

be need for an auto repair location, but she feels they have

mechanics they can identify who are willing to do work

● Could we reach out to dealerships to provide space for repair?

● Also need clarification from CareerSource Escarosa on the funding

they have

● Instead of offering space, could we ask dealership to write off the

repair fee

● The key sticking point in all of this is the liability issue, so really

may be best to have referral process and better understand what

incentives are needed

Other questions we did not pursue but that have come up in this

conversation previously:

● Could cars be donated to George Stone for repair in their job

training programs?

● Could cars be donated, fixed up and/or be given away or sold at

extreme discount to clients of area non-profits?

● What are other ideas/possibilities out there?

Identify Next Steps/Action Items

See above

Conclude with Tour of George Stone


